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I. Introduction

In this chapter I offer a preliminary assessment of a quickly moving target—legal reform and its impact on rights in Japan. Although a broad consensus has emerged among interested parties that at least some degree of reform is desirable, there is significant disagreement about the goals of reform, and also about the likelihood that it will achieve certain objectives. Some commentators believe that the Japanese legal system is on the cusp of a “revolution” that will shore up long-neglected rights and create new entitlements. Others predict that the consequences of reform will be modest; and they despair that aggrieved individuals will remain unable to obtain legal representation, while Japanese companies will be at a competitive disadvantage in the global marketplace. This essay charts a middle course. It notes that the source of many of Japan’s new legal institutions is the United States and Europe, but demurs from the view that the
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world’s legal systems are converging. Change is afoot in Japan, it argues, but its consequences are likely to be more muted, and have a different complexion, than many have suggested. Rather than producing a revolution in the law, current reforms will lead to an incremental shift, with the Japanese legal system remaining a distinctive blend of indigenous process and practices influenced by Western doctrines and dispositions.¹

Legal reform in Japan is a work in progress; many of its elements have only recently been implemented, and some have yet to unfold. For that reason, Japan provides near-laboratory conditions for the study of legal change. Rather than retrospectively evaluating the causal relationships between changes in legal rules and procedures and their consequences, the current effort to reform Japan’s legal system gives observers a real-time vantage point from which to examine the link between shifts in the institutional structure of the legal system and its actual operation. In essence, the reforms offer an opportunity to test long-standing claims about the relative influence on law in Japan of factors like socio-cultural norms, political power, and economic interests. For those who are convinced that the operation of the Japanese legal system is particularly dependent upon either institutional structure or cultural norms, contemporary legal reform in Japan offers a sobering test of their preconceptions.

Clearly, the impetus to reform can be attributed to a wide range of factors, and the effort to disaggregate and analyze them has already triggered a lively academic debate.² This essay focuses not on the background factors that contributed to the initiation of reform, however, but on the consequences of structural and institutional change for the operation of law in Japan. At present, the key agents of change are unambiguously the elites—law professors, big business, the bar association, the judiciary, and government officials from a number of ministries, among others—and the locus of change is the bureaucracy, not the legislature. A process of reform dominated by unelected elites with vested interests may lead one to assume that it will be superficial, incremental, and self-serving; and to at least some extent that is the case. But once set in motion, changes that affect the operation of the legal system can take unexpected turns. It is too early to anticipate the many bends in the road; instead, this essay maps the general contours of reform and speculates on the future topography of the Japanese legal system, while remaining acutely aware of the humility demanded by the enterprise of prediction.

¹ In his analysis of electoral reform, legal education, and corporate governance, John Haley makes a similar point, arguing that “the reforms in these three areas have left untouched basic structural arrangements that appear to be the critical determinants of distinctively Japanese patterns of political, legal and organizational behavior. JOHN O. HALEY, “Heisei Renewal or Heisei Transformation: Are Legal Reforms Really Changing Japan?” Washington University in St. Louis School of Law Faculty Working Paper Series #05-10-02, http://ssrn.com/abstract=825689.

During the past 150 years, Japan has experienced two periods of fundamental legal change. The first, which started in the late 1860s and continued until the end of the nineteenth century, resulted in the creation of the Imperial Diet; the enactment of European-influenced laws like the Commercial Code, Civil Code, and Code of Civil Procedure; the adoption of the Meiji Constitution; the development of a coordinated, hierarchical system of courts; the restructuring of the tax system, and more. To enable those reforms a new legal language was created, since at least some of the European concepts that inspired Japan’s reforms were not easily captured with extant Japanese forms of expression. During that period, Western terms like “democracy,” “citizen,” and “freedom” were translated into Japanese by combining ideographic characters (kanji) that came as close as possible to capturing their meanings. It was then that a Japanese word for “rights” was first created.

The second moment of profound legal change in Japan occurred in the aftermath of World War II, when General Douglas MacArthur and the Allied troops occupied Japan. Between the end of the war and the time when the American occupying forces left Tokyo, the Meiji Constitution was replaced by MacArthur’s postwar Constitution; the Emperor renounced his divinity and became a ceremonial symbol of the state; the House of Peers was eliminated, subjecting all members of the Diet to election; all citizens over 20 years of age were given the right to vote; a broad array of civil liberties was written into the Constitution; and judicial independence was constitutionally established. Since the necessary legal vocabulary had already been translated into Japanese, the reforms of the twentieth century concentrated on giving content to some of the legal concepts.

After a heavy dose of Europeanization in the nineteenth century and of Americanization in the postwar period, one might wonder whether—or to what extent—the Japanese legal system has retained an indigenous imprint. With a constitution that reads like the U.S. Constitution if it were edited by the American Civil Liberties Union, black-letter laws that are often indistinguishable from their European ancestors, and legal professionals educated in the continental tradition, there seems to be little room for Japan’s legal traditions to shine through. Nonetheless, these successive waves of reform, with the infusion of Western legal forms and norms that have accompanied them, have not made the Japanese legal system a mere echo of those in the West. Among the many differences is that there is dramatically less litigation in Japan than in the United States; that only 1,500 new legal professionals—attorneys, prosecutors, and judges—are trained and licensed each year in Japan (compared to almost 43,000 new American JDs in the
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4 Ibid.
that Japanese incarceration rates are a fraction of what they are in the US; and that rather than the electorate or elected politicians selecting judges, in Japan there is a career judiciary administered by a centralized court bureaucracy. To what these differences should be attributed is a matter of some dispute, with partisans lining up behind explanations that stress political manipulation, cultural proclivities, and economic interests. All agree, however, that the differences are clear. And some believe that certain differences exemplify a gap between a Western-style legal system based on the rule-of-law and a less transparent—a few would even venture to say less modern—system that lags behind those in the West.

In an explicit effort to close this perceived gap, the Japanese government has been pursuing an agenda of legal reform since the mid-1990s. Under the banner of strengthening the rule of law, twenty-first-century bureaucrats—with varying degrees of support from the organized bar, big business, and consumers’ groups—have followed in the footsteps of their nineteenth- and twentieth-century forefathers by looking to the West for legal inspiration. Unhindered by academic worries about American hegemony or Asian values, they have embarked on a wide-ranging program of change that includes the restructuring of legal education; the creation of new laws involving areas like freedom of information, product liability, and corporate governance; the reform of

6 NALP, Class of 2005 Selected Findings, www.nalp.org/assets/316_erssselectedfindings05.pdf (2006). The exact figure for the class of 2005 is 42,672 graduates from 188 ABA-accredited law schools. In 2010, the number of new legal professional in Japan was to be increased to 3000.
11 RAMSEYER, “Reluctant Litigant Revisited.”
12 KAWASHIMA TAKEYOSHI, Nihonjin no hô ishiki [The Legal Consciousness of the Japanese] (Tokyo, 1967).
entire legal codes;\(^{17}\) and the implementation of juries in at least some types of criminal cases.\(^{18}\)

The breadth of the reforms has created high expectations for their consequences. Despite the inherent difficulty of predicting the specific outcomes of institutional change, reformers like those at the Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Education, Secretariat of the Supreme Court, \textit{Keidanren} (the association representing big business), Japan Federation of Bar Associations, and influential legal academics appear to be optimistic about the likelihood of significant transformation. In their view, attorneys will be more plentiful, better trained, and better able to provide a wide range of legal services. The judiciary will attract new judges from a diverse range of backgrounds. The study of law will become both more intellectually engaged and more pragmatic. Cram schools, now essential for most students who want to become lawyers, will lose some of their importance. Citizens will become more engaged with the legal system and more conscious of being the bearers of rights. Even the working of the Ministry of Justice and the Secretariat of the Supreme Court of Japan, the most elite of Japan’s legal institutions, will become more transparent.

Although the ink has not dried on many reforms, some changes are already evident. Japanese legal academics, for example, have experienced a rapid expansion of employment possibilities in the newly created professional law schools, which have massive staffing needs and a limited pool of candidates on which to draw. Japanese students who want to become legal practitioners (attorneys, prosecutors, or judges) have since 2004 been required to attend a post-graduate law school, whereas in the past legal education was almost purely an undergraduate pursuit. Japanese attorneys are creating larger and more geographically diverse firms, taking advantage of newly loosened restrictions on the organization of legal practice. The scope of activities of the Ministry of Justice, \textit{Keidanren}, and other organizations now includes a broad array of activities borne of the legal reform efforts.

From the perspective of the professional, that is, provider, side of the legal system, therefore, the reforms have already had an impact. But reformers have emphasized that their goal is not simply to affect the privileges and prerogatives of legal professionals. Instead, reform of the legal system is intended to have concrete payoffs for “average” citizens. As stated by one elite reform group, the Judicial System Reform Council, “the system must be reformed so as to enable the people to easily access the justice system as


users and to obtain proper, prompt and effective remedies in response to diversified needs.”

More specifically, those payoffs are said to include easier and less expensive access to attorneys; a more robust rule of law that will foster even more predictable litigated outcomes; easier access to legal aid for criminal defendants; and trials that move efficiently and rapidly through the courts, among a host of other benefits. So far, however, the reforms have been little felt by those who may potentially seek justice through the legal system. That is not surprising, since many reforms have not yet been fully implemented. But if the impact of Japan’s current legal restructuring does not ultimately reach the citizenry, the reforms will have to be understood as simply a realignment of elite control over the legal system rather than a fundamental change in how the Japanese resolve their conflicts. The question raised by the reforms, therefore, is not so much whether they will make a difference, but what sort of a difference they will make. And that question echoes those asked about legal reforms in past eras; will the current spate of reforms reshape Japanese law?

II. RIGHTS, THE RULE OF LAW, AND LEGAL REFORM

In the view of many reformers, the calculus of legal change is straightforward. For the Japanese legal system to look more like that in the West, it needs a more robust rule of law. A stronger rule of law depends upon the widespread understanding and appreciation of rights. Consequently, the architects of Japan’s twenty-first-century legal reform have devoted a great deal of attention to two tasks: enriching the public’s understanding of the meaning of “rights,” and expanding the range of rights to which the average citizen can make a claim. As stated in the government’s blueprint for legal reform,

[T]he role of the justice system will become dramatically more important in the Japanese society of the twenty-first century. In order for the people to easily secure and realize their own rights and interests… [A] system must be coordinated to properly and promptly resolve various disputes between the people based on fair and clear legal rules. The justice system in the twenty-first century must be one that establishes predictable, highly clear and fair rules through the resolution of disputes and effectively checks violation of the rules. At the same time, it must be one that affords a proper and prompt remedy to people whose rights or freedoms have been infringed.  


20 Justice System Reform Council, “Recommendations of the Justice System Reform Council.”
One can easily be misled by such rhetoric into thinking that for the past several centuries the Japanese legal system has been operating in the absence of either a concept of rights or the assertion of rights by aggrieved parties. Some scholars have erroneously made such a claim, pointing to the difficulties encountered by nineteenth-century Japanese legal scholars who endeavored to translate European legal codes into Japanese. Lacking a single Japanese character or set of characters that captured the meaning of German, French, English, or Dutch words for “rights,” scholars created a new word in Japanese, *kenri*, which combined a character that refers to power and authority (*ken*) with that for profit or interest (*ri*).

In fact, well before the creation of the word *kenri*, and centuries earlier than the founding fathers arrived on America’s shores, rights-like concepts existed in Japan and people asserted them when it was in their interest to do so. In conflicts over land, money, food, and employment, among others, individuals made claims to those things to which they believed they were entitled; and both formal legal rules and informal social norms were referenced to determine the outcome of rights-based disputes. Not surprisingly, the boundary between formal and informal was fluid, and with each successive wave of legal reform in Japan some “new” rights have been written into the updated constitution and codes, while others that were once legally enforceable have been stripped of their legitimacy.

Consequently, Japan’s twenty-first-century legal reforms do not involve the *creation* of the concept of rights in Japan; nor are the reforms ushering in a new era in which Japanese citizens will for the first time come to understand and value their rights. Instead, like legal reform in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, what we are seeing is the articulation and formalization of certain rights, the re-conceptualization or strengthening of others, and the creation of procedures that facilitate the ability of citizens to enforce them. The potential consequences of such efforts should not be minimized. Indeed, one can imagine how the successful enforcement of a variety of newly formalized rights could affect, for example, the balance between state power and individual autonomy, the likelihood that people will pursue their grievances over personal injuries, and the ability of certain groups to retain counsel and seek redress. Nonetheless, it is important to sidestep the flood of rhetoric suggesting that Japan is on the brink of fundamental change, in which it will cast aside (at last) its traditional roots and become (finally) a truly modern, and Western, legal system. Current reforms are building upon
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21 *FELDMAN, The Ritual of Rights in Japan.*

22 See, for example, CAROL LAWSON and SIMON THORNLEY, “Perceptions of the Current State of the Japanese Legal System: Interview with Kôji Satô, Chairman of Japan’s Judicial Reform Council,” The Australian Journal of Asian Law 4 (2002): 76–91, at 79 ("So I believe there is a need to re-examine the inadequacies of the Japanese legal system from the foundations up…. The modern shape of the legal system was formed under the Meiji Constitution, which had been born against the backdrop of the Black Ships. The defeat in the war set the scene for the birth of the current Constitution. It was under this Constitution
over a century of developments in the Japanese legal system, in which it has incorporated elements of both European civil law and American common law and reshaped them to fit local conditions.

Although it is too early to reach any firm conclusions about the ultimate impact of recent legal changes and their influence on the assertion and protection of rights, it is possible to make some tentative observations about at least a few of the most significant reforms. They include (1) the creation of new institutions for legal education; (2) an increase in the number of licensed legal professionals; (3) the appointment of lay decision-makers in certain criminal cases; (4) improvement in citizens’ access to courts and justice; and (5) enactment of new substantive laws. Together, these changes touch upon many of the core elements of the Japanese legal system, and they could in theory reshape the substance and pace of rights assertion. In fact, however, as I will discuss in more detail below, their impact is unlikely to be so sweeping.

III. REFORMING LEGAL EDUCATION

Legal education represents the earliest, most visible and most controversial element of recent reforms. For over a century, students interested in careers as legal professionals followed a path in Japan that was modeled on continental European systems. The study of law was pursued by university undergraduates who enrolled in the faculty of law, where they generally spent their first two years getting a general education in the social sciences, and their final two years engaged in more specialized legal study. A few students with scholarly ambitions might enroll in a masters or doctoral course, or spend a year or two as the assistant (jyoshu) to a senior professor. But the great majority of legally-trained undergraduates left university and got a job in a company, often in legal departments or other positions that took advantage of their training.

For those who were interested in becoming licensed legal professionals, the road was clear but treacherous. They were required to spend almost two years in the government’s Legal Training and Research Institute (LTRI), after which they would emerge as a judge, prosecutor, or attorney. In order be admitted to the Institute, however, they had to pass one of the world’s most challenging exams. Until the early 1990s, only 500 of the approximately 25,000 examinees passed the annual exam, and even as the number of successful candidates was increased to over 1000, more people took the test and the pass rate hovered between 2% and 3%.
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In an effort to break the logjam, sixty-eight new law schools were opened and admitted their first class of students in April 2004 (the number of new law schools has since increased to 74). Although it has become *de rigueur* in Japan to deny that the new schools are modeled on those in the US, it is impossible to describe them accurately in any other way. They are three-year postgraduate institutions, staffed by legal academics and practitioners who use (or are supposed to use) the Socratic method in classes that range from constitutional law, to legal ethics, to law and society. No particular undergraduate major is required of applicants, and some “life experience” between undergraduate studies and law school matriculation is welcomed. Like their American counterparts, many of Japan’s law schools offer at least some practical experience through clinical programs that have been (or are being) established to give students exposure to actual clients and cases.

Ideally, legal reformers hope these new institutions of legal education will help to create a new type of legal professional. Unlike the narrowly-focused 18-year-olds who enrolled in a university’s faculty of law and spent all of their time studying law and preparing for the LTRI exam (almost everyone failed it a couple of times, and frittered away several socially unproductive years doing little but attending cram school and trying again), law students who enroll in a postgraduate law school are encouraged to be diverse. As undergraduates, they have the option of studying anything from eighteenth-century English literature to agriculture, and prior to their legal studies they can, for example, work for an NGO in Sri Lanka or an international agency in Geneva, or do anything else that they (and the law school admissions officers) believe is worthwhile. Consequently, reformers expect that the bar increasingly will be peopled by broad-minded and diverse individuals. And they will be ever more likely to be attentive to rights that heretofore have been neglected or misunderstood. That, at least, is the hope.

It is certainly possible that those aspiring to become legal professionals will educate themselves broadly in college, spend time expanding their horizons before law school, and they will be ever more likely to be attentive to rights that heretofore have been neglected or misunderstood. That, at least, is the hope.


It should be noted that the new law school system is the result of conflict and compromise among parties with competing interests. Issues like the number of years that students must matriculate, how many professors from pre-existing undergraduate law departments would simultaneously be considered full time faculty at the new law schools, and the possibility of sitting the bar without attending law school, were all extremely contentious issues.

LAWSON and THORNLEY, “Perceptions,” 86 (according to Koji Sato, “However perfect the [legal] system, if the quality and quantity of these people who manage the system is lacking, then it will be meaningless. Therefore, the expansion of the human infrastructure should be given first priority.”) See also YASUHEI TANIGUCHI (supra note 13), p. 223-230.

That hope, however, does not appear to have been based on data or research that showed a connection between the substance or style of legal education and the values, professional aspirations, or future employment paths of graduates.


25 It should be noted that the new law school system is the result of conflict and compromise among parties with competing interests. Issues like the number of years that students must matriculate, how many professors from pre-existing undergraduate law departments would simultaneously be considered full time faculty at the new law schools, and the possibility of sitting the bar without attending law school, were all extremely contentious issues.

26 LAWSON and THORNLEY, “Perceptions,” 86 (according to Koji Sato, “However perfect the [legal] system, if the quality and quantity of these people who manage the system is lacking, then it will be meaningless. Therefore, the expansion of the human infrastructure should be given first priority.”) See also YASUHEI TANIGUCHI (supra note 13), p. 223-230.

27 That hope, however, does not appear to have been based on data or research that showed a connection between the substance or style of legal education and the values, professional aspirations, or future employment paths of graduates.
and play a role in bringing about a fundamental transformation in the landscape of rights in Japan. Yet it is equally possible that the new law schools will do little to catalyze meaningful change. The bottleneck in the process of training lawyers, judges, and prosecutors—the LTRI exam—has been slightly modified but is largely unchanged; training at the LTRI remains an essential step in the process of becoming a professional. Instead of spending their undergraduate years studying for the LTRI exam, however, students must now take the exam when they graduate from law school. Although the pass rate will increase significantly from the current 2%–3%, many potential law students appear to consider the risk of failure too high to justify paying for an expensive law school education, which carries a tuition price tag of $12,000–$18,000 per year. Judging by the number of people taking the entrance examination, applications to the new law schools have been in a tailspin since their inaugural year; in 2003, 35,499 aspiring law students sat for the nationwide law school admission exam (equivalent to the American LSAT), a figure that dropped to 21,298 in 2004 and 17,791 in 2006.\(^\text{28}\)

Moreover, there is an entire industry devoted to helping students pass difficult standardized tests like the LTRI exam (comparable to the Kaplan and Princeton Review “cram” courses in the United States, but as multiyear commitments). Since admission to the LTRI is based exclusively on the entrance examination, students can afford to do the minimum required to pass their law school classes (especially so since, as in the United States, the law schools have strong disincentives to fail anyone) and to spend the rest of their time at a “cram school” that specializes in LTRI test preparation. Instead of a new type of legal professional, the new law schools may end up producing students just like those who made it through the old system, except a few years older and burdened by more debt. Those who are unable to pass the LTRI exam will be in even worse shape, possessing a high degree of specialized knowledge but finding a limited number of professional opportunities in which they can use it.

Just as worrisome is the potential of the new law schools to reproduce the tight hierarchy that has long plagued Japanese legal academia (and the country’s academia more

\(^{28}\) ERI OSAKA, “Debate over the Concept of the Competent Lawyer in Japan—What Skills and Attitudes Does Japanese Society Expect from Lawyers,” paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the Law and Society Association, July 2006. The data used here corresponds to the number of people who sat the National Center for University Entrance Examinations law school entrance exam, which I believe is a reasonable (though perhaps slightly low estimate) of the total number of people applying to law school. In fact, two groups are competing to control the entrance examination business (the National Center for University Entrance Examinations [NCUEE] and the Japan Law Foundation [JLF]), and each offers an LSAT-style exams that aspiring law students can take. But the NCUEE’s exam is more widely accepted than that of the JLF, and it seems that the great majority of students interested in applying to law school take only the NCUEE exam or both the NCUEE and JLF exams. Not surprisingly, the trend in the number of those taking the JLF exam is similar to that of those taking the NCUEE exam—18,355 in 2003, 12,249 in 2004, and 9,579 in 2005.
generally). Until now, those who have managed to pass the LTRI entrance exam have come disproportionately from just a few elite undergraduate law faculties, particularly Waseda University, the University of Tokyo, and Chuo University. When the pass rate increases to 30% of those graduating from law school, it seems clear that students who attended a top law school will have a much better chance of passing than will those from a bottom-tier institution. Although there are no official law school rankings, the status of a law school is identical to the status of the university of which it is a part, and it is perfectly clear that there are 5 to 10 institutions that are at the top of the pyramid, and a larger number that constitute the bottom group. What we can probably expect, therefore, is a pass rate of perhaps 70%–80% or more at some of the best law schools, whereas only 10%–20% will pass from the weakest schools. Ultimately, law schools with the lowest pass rates will fold, unless the Ministry decides first to withdraw their licenses in an act of institutional mercy killing. Attorneys, judges, and prosecutors will, as in the past, be drawn from a small group of select institutions, signaling the failure of the effort to people the bar with a broad range of different types of individuals. It is of course possible that the new law schools will overcome some of these obstacles. But it seems unlikely that the reform of legal education will be the primary catalyst of a twenty-first-century Japanese rights revolution.

IV. INCREASING THE SIZE OF JAPAN’S LEGAL PROFESSION

Closely related to the creation of new law schools is an upswing in the number of individuals who are being admitted to the legal profession. For much of the postwar era, the Ministry of Justice pegged the number of people admitted to the LTRI at 500 annually, regardless of the large volume of students who sat the exam, and regardless of the quality of their exam performance. Such strict government limitations on entry to the profession have long been a bone of contention. Defenders of the status quo assert that strict limits are critical to ensuring that everyone who gains entrance is intellectually capable and deeply committed. To increase the number of admittees, they say, is to risk compromising the deservedly high regard in which the profession is held and to amplify the possibility that the system will inadvertently propagate injustice. In contrast, proponents of an increase in the number of legal professionals argue that the constrained supply has artificially suppressed the ability of Japanese citizens to rely on the legal system to vindicate their rights. A greater number of attorneys, they believe, will better enable citizens to obtain legal counsel. And with legal counsel, people will be in a position to assert and/or protect those interests to which they believe they have a legal entitlement.

29 The exception is Omiya Law School, the only law school that is not affiliated with a pre-existing university and thus lacks a clear place in the pecking order.
Although some advocates of legal reform pressed for the abolishment of the LTRI and the abandonment of a government-mandated cap on the number of new legal professionals licensed annually, their views did not prevail. Instead, a determination was made to ratchet-up the number of individuals admitted into the LTRI. The decision to do so was not taken lightly. It was the result of a protracted negotiation between interested parties with sharply divergent interests. The liberal wing of the legal profession, for example, hoped that more attorneys in Japan would mean that public-interest lawyering would increase, while the poor, immigrants, laborers, and the downtrodden would find it easier to obtain counsel. Big business had a different reason for supporting the increase. More attorneys, representatives believed, were needed to compete better in the global economy; they assumed that the lure of a good salary and social status would lead the best and the brightest to practice corporate law. In the early 1990s the number of LTRI exam passers began to move upward; from 499 in 1990 to 738 in 1995.\(^{30}\) By 1999 the number had reached 1,000, in 2005 it was 1,464, and in 2010 it will plateau at 3,000 new LTRI trainees each year. In less than two decades, therefore, the number of new legal professional licensed annually will have increased six-fold, from 500 to 3,000.\(^{31}\) Once that happens, what should we expect? Will the dramatic growth of the legal profession result in the emergence of rights that would otherwise have gone unexpressed or unlitigated? Or will the new professionals be more loyal to personal financial gain than devoted to the first principle of the 1949 Practicing Lawyers Act, which says that the mission of lawyers is the “protection of human rights and realization of social justice”? To the extent that the blossoming of rights and the self-interested pursuit by attorneys of financial gain are mutually exclusive, there is at least one reason to think that the scales may tip in favor of the former—the rapid increase in the number of women who are becoming legal professionals. Between 1960 and 2005, the number of female attorneys grew from 42 to 2,648.\(^{32}\) That trend appears likely to continue; of the 5,766 students matriculating in the new law schools in 2004, 1,719, or almost 30%, were female.\(^{33}\) Crucially, women are more likely than men to be employed in small firms or practice solo, and they spend a much greater portion of their time working *pro bono.* Assuming such trends remain steady, the growth of the bar is likely to involve an increase in the number of lawyers willing to work on behalf of clients who have found it particularly difficult in the past to assert their rights.

On the other hand, the longevity of current trends is uncertain. The configuration of Japanese legal practice has changed significantly in recent years, as various restrictions

\(^{30}\) See the homepage of the Japanese Ministry of Justice, *http://www.moj.go.jp/*.

\(^{31}\) The total number of legal professionals in Japan (lawyers, judges, and prosecutors) is expected to reach 50,000 by 2018: *Nihon Keizei Shimbun*, May 12, 2001.

\(^{32}\) See [http://www.nichibenren.or.jp/ja/jfba_info/membership/img/outline_chart1.gif](http://www.nichibenren.or.jp/ja/jfba_info/membership/img/outline_chart1.gif).

on law firms have been lifted and they have opened multiple offices, teamed with non-Japanese firms, and created larger and more diverse practices. Whereas a law firm with 50–100 attorneys was once considered large, there are now a number of firms with over 200 attorneys, and soon there is likely to be Japan’s first firm of almost 500 lawyers.\footnote{34} An increasing number of women have entered the biggest and most prestigious firms, as hiring committees have come to appreciate that they are just as likely (if not more so) as men to fully devote themselves to their work. Moreover, students graduating from the new law schools will be burdened by far more debt than those who went directly from undergraduate studies to the LTRI, which may well lead them to prefer jobs with higher salaries over those with more ephemeral, moral rewards. Consequently, both men and women are vying for jobs in rapidly growing, elite law firms; and both are increasingly likely to find themselves working for the likes of Sony and Matsushita rather than on behalf of the underserved.\footnote{35}

Litigation rates offer another vantage point from which to view the potential impact of an expanded bar. If the increase in the number of attorneys in Japan is leading to an upswing in the frequency of litigation, perhaps it suggests that at least some of those who would not otherwise have pursued their rights in court are now able to do so.\footnote{36} Indeed, in the four years between 1997 and 2001, new civil actions in summary courts increased from 276,810 to 323,277, and new civil actions in district courts escalated from 156,212 to 181,702.\footnote{37} The number of cases brought to family courts also grew, from 449,164 in 1997 to 596,478 in 2001.\footnote{38} Unfortunately, in the absence of more textured data on the types of plaintiffs going to court and the claims that they are making, it is difficult to know what to make of such increases. The upswing in litigation may presage a change in how citizens conceptualize or pursue rights. But it is equally likely that the increase has little or nothing to do with such concerns. It is clear that certain types of lawsuits—like those involving bankruptcy—were common during the final years of the twentieth century, and that creditor/debtor disputes are hardly the sort to

\footnote{35} The problem is compounded by the fact that Japan’s system of public interest lawyering is relatively weak, and there are few US-style public interest law centers at which attorneys can work. See SETSUO MIYAZAWA, “Lawyering for the Underrepresented in the Context of Legal, Social, and National Institutions: The Case of Japan,” in: Louise G. Trubek and Jeremy Cooper, eds., Educating for Justice Around the World (Brookfield, Vt., 1999): 19-50; ICHIKI GOTARO and OHISHI TETSUO, “Current Issues for Legal Aid in Japan—Reform Perspective,” in: ibid.: 51–63.
\footnote{36} According to Setsuo Miyazawa, law offices opened with financial assistance from the Japan Federation of Bar Associations have attracted a large number of clients. Email correspondence, July 4, 2006.
\footnote{38} IBID.
warm the hearts of legal reformers. Moreover, at the same time as the volume of civil cases increased, so too did the number of criminal cases (from 13,771 to 15,651 in summary court, and 75,086 to 97,714 in district court). Thus, there appears to be a correlation between the simultaneous increase in the number of attorneys and the number of civil and criminal cases, but little reason to be sanguine about whether that correlation reflects a fundamental change in the types of cases being filed, or about how many of them involve the pursuit of individual rights.

V. PROCEDURAL CHANGES IN THE JAPANESE LEGAL SYSTEM

Japan’s New “Jury” System

The two reforms discussed above—the creation of law schools and the increased size of the bar—are the most visible changes in the Japanese legal system, and both can plausibly be seen as having some bearing on the further development of rights in Japan. Several additional dimensions of the legal reform agenda also have the potential to influence the blossoming of new rights in Japan or the reinvigoration or rehabilitation of old ones. The effort to broaden the locus of judicial decision-making, for example, reduces the monopoly of judges on determinations of guilt and innocence in criminal trials. Although introducing lay decision-makers into the legal process is frequently described as marking a radical new direction for the Japanese legal system, it is not a new idea. In fact, Japan had a jury system for 15 years, from 1928 until 1943. Over the past several decades there has been considerable discussion about reinstituting a jury system, but it took the current wave of legal reform to put the idea firmly on the political agenda. It gained traction in part because of a belief that the elite career judiciary is unable to empathize with those whose lives are less privileged, and also because reformers hoped that bringing laypersons into the judicial decision-making process would make them more familiar with and appreciative of the workings of the legal system.

Beginning in 2009, cases that involve intentional crimes that lead to the victim’s death, or in which the possible penalty is life imprisonment or death, will be heard by a panel consisting of 3 judges and 6 jurors (saiban-in, or what are being called lay assessors). A guilty verdict will require a minimum of 5 votes, at least one of which must be cast by a professional judge. The impact of this new system of judging is unclear.

39 For a general discussion of the new system, see ANDERSON and NOLAN, “Lay Participation.”
40 Along with the introduction of a lay assessor system, pretrial procedures were changed to facilitate discovery and enable continuous trials; videotaping the interrogation of criminal suspects was authorized; access to state-appointed defense attorneys was broadened; and new legal assistance centers were created. See SETSUO MIYAZAWA, “Blessing or Curse? A Preliminary Analysis of Japan Legal Assistance Centers from a Comparative Perspective,” presentation prepared for the 2005 Annual Meeting of the Law and Society Association.
Japanese criminal justice system is widely regarded as being extremely effective at apprehending and convicting the perpetrators of crimes, and there appear to be far fewer erroneous convictions there than in many other nations. If panels with lay assessors are not needed to keep the innocent out of prison, perhaps they will improve the safeguarding of procedural rights by being more willing than career judges to stand up to prosecutors, who have a tendency to disregard due process concerns in their quest for “truth.” But one can just as plausibly argue that lay assessors will be swayed by and/or willing to go along with the inclinations of professional judges by following the lead of the senior judge on the 3-judge panel. Deference to professional elites is not uncommon in Japan, and the complexity of criminal trials will inevitably make lay assessors dependant upon the career judges. Consequently, although the lay assessor system will offer a new face to decision-making in certain types of serious criminal cases, its substantive impact is deeply uncertain.

Processing Civil Claims

Using laypersons to decide certain criminal cases is one of many procedural reforms that is being (or has been) introduced by reformers. The processing of civil claims is another focus of reform, and one that could at least in theory have an impact on the successful assertion of rights. To many critics of the Japanese legal system, the most glaring problem with civil litigation is the slow speed at which cases make their way through the courts. Of particular concern are cases that require technical expertise, like those related to complex patent issues or cutting-edge science. In such cases parties have long struggled to find willing experts; low damage awards translate into low expert witness fees, and there is no stable of “professional” experts on which they can rely. The result is that many conflicts involving experts have until recently festered in courts of first in-

42 In Germany, which has a system very like that which Japan is implementing, some commentators have lamented the degree to which lay assessors defer to professionals. See MARKUS DIRK DUBBER, “American Plea Bargains, German Lay Judges, and the Crisis of Criminal Procedure,” Stanford Law Review 49 (1997): 547–605.
43 ROBERT M. BLOOM, “Jury Trials in Japan,” Boston College Law School Legal Studies Research Paper No. 66, March 16, 2005, http://ssrn.com/abstract=688185, claims that “Japan’s unique cultural attributes present a large challenge to establishing meaningful citizen participation in the Japanese judicial system.” To make the case, he asserts that Japanese “people are used to being governed;” “Japanese culture puts a high value on group relationships;” “The concept of harmony is a cornerstone of Japanese culture;” and “The Japanese have a high level of respect for authority figures, a definite legacy of the Confucianism influence” (pp. 23–4). In my view, Bloom has reached the right conclusion but for the wrong reasons. He exaggerates the power of culture, and downplays the importance of politics, expertise, and power.
stance, often for longer than three years, which is more than three times the length of time it takes to resolve the average civil case.44

Legal reformers have articulated the problem of slow civil justice as an infringement of plaintiffs’ rights, and their solutions have sought to accelerate the pace of certain types of cases, especially those involving experts and even more specifically those that concern medical malpractice.45 A new procedure for recruiting experts (called the senmon-in system as opposed to the earlier kantei-nin system) has increased the ability of judges and parties to find willing specialists. In addition, the creation of specialized courts like the medical malpractice divisions of the district courts in Tokyo, Osaka, and elsewhere, and those that handle intellectual property cases, has enabled certain judges to become more skilled at handling technical litigation. The initial results are salutary; the time it takes the Tokyo District Court to resolve medical malpractice cases, for example, dropped from 41.4 months in 1994 to 27.3 months in 2004, and similar results have been achieved in other jurisdictions.

Accelerating the pace of civil trials, however, does not necessarily benefit plaintiffs’ rights. There are some circumstances in which plaintiffs may prefer slow court procedures. In “social movement litigation” involving environmental pollution, HIV infection, tobacco, and more, plaintiffs use lawsuits to publicize their grievances, and the longer a case remains on the docket the more effectively it can be used to politicize a cause.46 Still, in the majority of cases that involve medical malpractice and other personal harms, Gladstone’s observation that “justice delayed is justice denied” rings true, and the reforms will have a concrete impact on both plaintiffs and defendants whose disputes are resolved in a timelier manner than in the past. Even so, the numbers are small; in 2005, just over 1,000 cases involving medical malpractice were filed in Japanese district courts, and a more rapid civil process neither implies that plaintiffs are more likely to prevail nor affects the low damage awards that make malpractice litigation so unattractive to most potential litigants. But at least for the few who do bring their claims to court, the misfortune that brought them into the legal system will not be prolonged unnecessarily by the slow operation of the system itself.


Changes in Substantive Laws

Legal education, the licensing of legal professionals, the introduction of lay assessors in certain criminal trials, and the adoption of procedures meant to speed up the pace of civil trials are changes that are process-related legal reforms. There is also a host of recent changes in Japan that are targeted at the substance of the legal system. Although a detailed discussion of each of them is beyond the scope of this paper, it would be remiss not to mention a few. They include, for example, the 1994 Product Liability Law, the 1999 Freedom of Information Act, and a rash of changes in Japanese corporate law that touch on many key areas of corporate governance. It is possible, of course, that some of the new or substantially modified laws will have an impact on the landscape of rights in Japan. Whereas once there was no legal doctrine or framework that allowed individuals to demand information from the government, for example, now there is a law that gives Japanese citizens a legal right to obtain certain information that was previously unavailable. Where a single provision of the Civil Code governed legal conflicts over accidental harms for almost a century, now there is a set of legal doctrines that enables those harmed by dangerous products to seek relief in the courts. Those are two of the many possible ways that new laws may affect the conceptualization, assertion, and enforcement of rights in contemporary Japan. Not surprisingly, the laws often promise more than they deliver; it turns out that the Freedom of Information Act is a relatively weak tool for extracting information from the state, and the Product Liability Law has a host of procedural and doctrinal weaknesses. As with other changes discussed in this chapter, therefore, one should be cautious about proclaiming the beginning of a new era of rights on the basis of recently enacted black-letter laws.
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VI. CONCLUSION

It is too early to pronounce judgment on the consequences of legal reform. Social change is incremental, not instantaneous, and it often unfolds in unpredictable and idiosyncratic ways. As a result, this preliminary assessment of the meaning and reach of the current changes and their impact on rights seeks to deflate some of the rhetoric of the recent reforms and replace it with more modest expectations. But it does not and could not offer a confident conclusion about the impact of Japan’s legal reform, just as one cannot credibly announce the winner of the baseball World Series in June.

Certain commentators and media pundits, however, have rushed to judgment nonetheless. In some cases, they suggest that the flurry of legal reforms in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries are profoundly reshaping Japan by making it into a place with a newly powerful rule of law and increasingly robust legal rights.51 In others they have taken the opposite position, asserting that legal reform is a charade that will have few positive consequences.52 Such commentaries frequently imply that reform is necessary and desirable, but they differ in their evaluation of whether it is attainable.

In contrast, this chapter has focused less on whether to celebrate the “success” of reform or bemoan its “failure” than on evaluating its potential, promise, and pitfalls. The


current historical moment in Japan offers a unique opportunity to examine the process and outcome of top-down institutional design—often inspired by Western models and practices—as it unfolds. Much has been written about the interaction of structure and culture in the Japanese legal system, and about whether one is better served by the discipline of anthropology or economics when analyzing Japanese legal phenomenon. A large literature has also emerged on globalization and the export of Western legal norms and practices. Now, as the legal reform process moves forward, we have the opportunity to address those issues in unprecedented laboratory-like conditions. Observing the impact of legal reform on the many dimensions of rights—how they are defined, when they are articulated, who makes claims to them, and how courts resolve conflicts over them—is thus a window on a set of questions that have long been, and will continue to be, a core theme in the study of comparative law.

Inevitably, there will be lessons to be learned from the reforms about the relationship between legal culture and institutional structure. Increasing the number of attorneys and improving access to courts could lead not only to more litigation, but also to a change in public perceptions about the desirability and appropriateness of using the courts to resolve disputes. Perhaps the greater propensity to litigate will be accompanied by a social shift that will lead more citizens to embrace the formal legal system, but it is also possible that there will be a backlash, with litigation taking on increasingly negative connotations. Whatever the outcome, legal reform in contemporary Japan, with its emphasis on the conscious institutional restructuring of the legal system, will inevitably affect (just as it is affected by) legal culture and consciousness.

Uncertainty about the ultimate consequences of legal reform, however, ought not dampen one’s willingness to identify what appear to be at least some of the concrete results of change. They are many. Clearly, the number of attorneys is (and will continue to) increase. Students and faculty in the new law schools are engaged in more participatory, Socratic-style education. Some law students and lawyers are being educated as undergraduates in academic departments other than faculties of law, a development which may enrich the legal profession. At least a small number of citizens will experience the criminal justice system first-hand through their role as lay assessors. And some aggrieved individuals will rely on new legal doctrines, perhaps the product liability law or the freedom of information act, to redress their harms.

Many of those changes may appear to be normatively desirable. But other potential consequences of reform could strike readers as less salutary. By increasing the size of the bar and making litigation an increasingly attractive route for dispute settlement, people may be drawn away from current alternative dispute resolution mechanisms that

are more efficient and effective than the courts. Although reform, at least to some, is intended to realign certain elements of the power structure, the more likely result is that entrenched interests like the Ministry of Justice, private cram schools, and elite universities will become more, not less, powerful. Trumpeting reforms of the legal system that are unlikely to bring about real change deflates whatever momentum may have existed to achieve substantive reform. Because the pilots of the reform effort are elites, their engagement with the conceptualization, articulation, and enforcement of rights in Japan echoes that of other eras, when demands from below were muted and the position of the disadvantaged and dispossessed was unchanged.

Of only one thing can we be sure; the turbulent era of legal reform that started in the late twentieth century and continues during this first decade of the twenty-first will leave its mark on many aspects of the Japanese legal system. It will inevitably exact costs and provide benefits, both intended and unintended, to all who are subject to the laws of Japan. Should we understand the reforms as heralding a fundamental change in Japan’s embrace of new or different conceptions of rights? A recent study of political forecasting aptly describes the skeptical view of political prognostication, which counsels modesty on the part of those who try to foresee the future: “Even the most astute observers will fail to outperform random prediction generators—the functional equivalent of dart-throwing chimps—in affixing realistic likelihoods to possible futures.”


ZUSAMMENFASSUNG


Mit Blick auf die Konvergenzdiskussion vertritt dieser Beitrag eine vermittelnde Position. Einerseits erkennt er an, daß etliche der neuen rechtlichen Institutionen ihren Ursprung in den USA und Europa haben. Andererseits lehnt er aber die Auffassung ab, daß die verschiedenen Rechtsordnungen der Welt konvergieren. Japan erlebt derzeit zwar einen Wandel, aber dessen Auswirkungen dürften zum einen wesentlich weniger weitreichend sein als zumeist vermutet und sich zum zweiten auch anders darstellen als vielfach erwartet wird. Es geht weniger um eine Revolution als vielmehr um schrittweise Veränderungen, bei denen das japanische Rechtssystem seine charakteristische Mischung aus einer eigenständigen Entwicklung und einer praktischen Anwendung behält, die von westlichen Auffassungen und Vorgaben beeinflußt ist.

(dt. Übers. durch die Red.)